EUREKA Bring your tools and restore this Victorian beauty! 2 bedroom, 1 bath home has all sorts of charm bottled up inside and just waiting for you to give it a fresh start. $220,000

ARLINGTON - VALLEY WEST This 3 bedroom home in North Arcata is priced right, easy to show and move in ready. The house is super clean and move in ready. The house is super clean. $600,000

SOLD

OCEANSIDE ABDON - BUILDING LOT Situated in the heart of Bayside, this home is ready for your dream home in a gated community. Preliminary plans are available, modify interiors to your taste. Current plans includes a 1 bedroom accessory dwelling unit on the street level. This is a unique opportunity on Arcata's East side. $280,000

SOLD

TRINIDAD Overlooking Baker Beach from the bedroom beyond, this home is located at the end of the road in one of the county’s most beautiful highlands subdivisions. Underground power and private system water are available on the road. Here is the opportunity to create a unique home incorporating the natural beauty that is the North Coast. $400,000

SOLD

EUREKA A second view from the ground floor shows the ocean beyond, this home site is located at the end of the road in one of the county's most beautiful highlands subdivisions. Underground power and private system water are available on the road. Here is the opportunity to create a unique home incorporating the natural beauty that is the North Coast. $400,000

SOLD

EUREKA

BRYN CORIELL, BROKER/OWNER

(707) 845-9377
DRE# 01997964

SOLD

MOUNTAIN VIEW - GARRETT AVE Cool, contemporary home in a gated community... Sits behind a locked gate, has nearby power + phone, and just minutes from a private river beach. Call for more information and a complete list of parcel details. $160,000

SOLD

SALYER New listing! This intriguing property sits on 2.5 acres in a gated community... Sits behind a locked gate, has nearby power + phone, and just minutes from a private river beach. Call for more information and a complete list of parcel details. $160,000

SOLD

PATTY STEARNS

(707) 599-7145
DRE# 00795877

502-7633

SALYER - RIVERFRONT property ready for your dream home in a gated community of high-end properties. 25+ acre parcel spans the Trinity River, has a permitted garage as well as a "fixer" 2BD, 1BA, 900 sq.ft. apartment above an oversized garage. Open kitchen, formal dining room has a pass-through to the kitchen and offers an upscale, newer, one bedroom, one bath, $375,000

SOLD

SALYER - BUILDING LOT Situated in the heart of Bayside, this home is ready for your dream home in a gated community. Preliminary plans are available, modify interiors to your taste. Current plans includes a 1 bedroom accessory dwelling unit on the street level. This is a unique opportunity on Arcata’s East side. $280,000

SOLD

SOLD

EAST ARCATA Custom 3BD, 2BA 650 sq. ft. 1 story. Back home is located on the quiet side of town with wide streets, sidewalks, and no through traffic. Set back off the road and features mature landscaping and in town privacy. Solar panels were installed in 2018, new roof in 2016, and both bathrooms have been tastefully & professionally remodeled. $434,900

NEW LISTING

EUREKA Well cared for home has lots of space with 4BD, 2.5BA and a family room that could be used as an office or even as another bedroom. The formal dining room has a pass-through to the light & bright and very remodeled kitchen.-large living room, wood burning fireplace. $590,000

NEW LISTING

Creating your next opportunity in Arcata’s newest micro neighborhood. Walk to the Plaza or Humboldt State University from your custom, accessible, brand new home. Preliminary plans approved, modify interiors to your taste. Current plans includes a 1 bedroom accessory dwelling unit on the street level. This is a unique opportunity on Arcata’s East side. $280,000

SOLD